
Inspiring young women to be leaders through music education,
performance excellence and service.

Spirito has so much to beSpirito has so much to be
thankful for. thankful for. 

Our amazing staff who has worked
tirelessly to weather this pandemic
storm. Our outstanding conductors
and instructors who share their
expertise and love of music with our
singers in our virtual classrooms. And
our singers themselves for their
beautiful souls, their willingness to
share, and their resilient spirits.

Spirito has taken on special meaning for our community this season.Spirito has taken on special meaning for our community this season.
Here’s what one of our wonderful singers has to say: Here’s what one of our wonderful singers has to say: 

My name is Natasha Lumb. I joined Spirito in the Fall of
2019 where I was welcomed by a group of amazing
musicians. From there I have seen myself grow in
numerous ways. I can't explain all the ways Spirito has
wonderfully impacted me, but one thing that I can say is
that Spirito is magical. It is a community where talented
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singers come together, feel at home and create beautiful
music. While the pandemic has temporarily stopped our
normal in-person joining, we’ve learned we can still be a
community via zoom. 

This fall Spirito offered a variety of classes so we can
continue our music education. I took the Vocal Technique
and Songwriting classes. It was so inspiring to see my
Spirito Sisters again and to see us grow together, even in
this unusual situation.

During all of this uncertainty, I feel one thing that hasn't changed is my love for music
and my love for creating it. A huge thank you to Spirito for all they’ve done to help me
remain steady and focused. And thank you for making such an impact on my life and
many others by spreading the magical feeling that music gives.

We’re thankful for all who support and believe in Spirito’s mission to
inspire growth and leadership. This has been a tough year for so
many. Spirito has seen some drastic revenue losses. If you're
celebrating #GivingTuesday, we hope you’ll consider a gift to Spirito
as we make careful preparations to meet again for live rehearsals in a
few short months. We look forward to getting our singers back
together and sharing their talent, growth and beautiful music with
you all once again. 
 

Thank you. We hope you are safe and well.
 

With gratitude,

Mary Jean Adkins & Carling FitzSimmonsMary Jean Adkins & Carling FitzSimmons

Please donate to Spirito on Giving
Tuesday!

PS - Giving Tuesday gives a wonderful opportunity to take advantage
of your employer’s matching gift programs!

Please feel free to contact us ...
By phone: 630-581-5440

By email: spirito@spiritosingers.org
On our website: www.spiritosingers.org

Click below to help us out with your tax deductible donation.

 As always, thank you for your support of Spirito Singers!
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